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Figure 1. Stylization results. Given input pairs (a fixed content and four references from photo and art domains), we compare our method
(a) with both artistic transfer methods (b-f) and photo-realistic methods (g-h). While previous works fail to generate plausible results with
references coming from the opposite domains, our model successfully conducts style transfer in both domains. (Best viewed in color.)

Abstract

Style transfer aims to reproduce content images with the
styles from reference images. Existing universal style trans-
fer methods successfully deliver arbitrary styles to origi-
nal images either in an artistic or a photo-realistic way.
However, the range of “arbitrary style” defined by exist-
ing works is bounded in the particular domain due to their
structural limitation. Specifically, the degrees of content
preservation and stylization are established according to a
predefined target domain. As a result, both photo-realistic
and artistic models have difficulty in performing the desired
style transfer for the other domain. To overcome this lim-
itation, we propose a unified architecture, Domain-aware
Style Transfer Networks (DSTN) that transfer not only the
style but also the property of domain (i.e., domainness) from

* Corresponding author

a given reference image. To this end, we design a novel
domainness indicator that captures the domainness value
from the texture and structural features of reference images.
Moreover, we introduce a unified framework with domain-
aware skip connection to adaptively transfer the stroke and
palette to the input contents guided by the domainness in-
dicator. Our extensive experiments validate that our model
produces better qualitative results and outperforms pre-
vious methods in terms of proxy metrics on both artistic
and photo-realistic stylizations. All codes and pre-trained
weights are available at Kibeom-Hong/Domain-Aware-Style-
Transfer.

1. Introduction

Recreating an image with the style of another image has
been a long-standing research topic. As a seminal work,
Gatys et al. [5] propose the neural style transfer with deep
features extracted from pre-trained networks, i.e., VGG-19
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Figure 2. Conceptual differences between previous style transfer models and our model (DSTN). Artistic style transfer models (a) adopt
encoder-decoder structures to transfer the global style pattern, but struggle to preserve the original contexts of input images. With the help
of the skip connection, photo-realistic style transfer models (b) successfully preserve the structural information, but they lack the ability of
transferring the delicate style. Different from the previous methods, our networks (c) deliver the structural information of content samples
adaptively based on the domainness of a given style image. The dashed line of style transformation and semantic segmentation block
indicate that they can be omitted. Note that given the content C and style S, each model outputs the final image (Ifinal)

model [25]. After that, thanks to a series of previous stud-
ies, we can meet several stylized pictures of various painting
styles of famous painters (e.g., Van Gogh).

Existing universal style transfer methods show the abil-
ity to deal with arbitrary reference images on either artis-
tic or photo-realistic domain. On one hand, WCT [15] and
AdaIN [10] transform the features of content images to
match second-order statistics of reference features. Fol-
lowed by these approaches, several artistic transfer stud-
ies [24, 33, 3, 28, 9] endeavor to transfer the global style
pattern from reference images. Meanwhile, photo-realistic
style transfer studies [19, 16, 31, 1] focus on preserving
original structures while transferring target styles.

However, we observe the limitation that the meaning of
“arbitrary” is restricted in a specific domain (i.e., either
artistic or photo-realistic), and it comes from fundamental
structural modifications for predefined target domains, as
shown in Figure 2. In specific, artistic style transfer models
have difficulty in maintaining clear details in the decoder
because there is no clue directly coming from the content
image. As a result, structural distortions of the content im-
age occur when the artistic style transfer methods confront
the photo-realistic reference images (Figure 1 (b)-(f)). On
the other hand, photo-realistic style transfer models heavily
constrain the transformation of input references with skip
connections. Thus, they lack the ability to express delicate
patterns (e.g., stroke pattern) of artistic references (Figure
1 (g)-(h)). In summary, existing arbitrary style transfer mod-
els generate undesired outputs when they receive samples of
the other domain as references.

To overcome this limitation, we focus on capturing the
domain characteristics from a given reference image and
adjust the degree of the stylization and the structural preser-
vation adaptively. For this purpose, we propose Domain-
aware Style Transfer Networks (DSTN) which are a uni-
fied architecture composed of an auto-encoder with domain-
aware skip connections and the domainness indicator. First,

we introduce the domain-aware skip connection to balance
between content preservation and texture stylization for the
domain-aware universal style transfer. Unlike the conven-
tional skip connection which conveys intact structural de-
tails, the proposed skip connection block adjusts the trans-
mission clarity of the high-frequency component from the
stylized feature maps according to the domain properties.

To obtain the domain property (i.e., domainness) from a
given reference image, we design the domainness indica-
tor. Our novel indicator analyzes the characteristics of the
domain by utilizing both the texture and structural feature
maps extracted from different levels of our encoder. In or-
der to predict a continuous domain factor with the range
of [0, 1], we propose to augment the intermediate space be-
tween art and photo with mixed samples.

With the proposed domain-aware architecture, DSTNs
deliver semantic and structural information enabling artis-
tic and photo-realistic style transfer, respectively. Conse-
quently, DSTNs generate impeccable stylized results for ar-
bitrary style, regardless of the target domain (Figure 1 (a)).

In experiments, we train our decoder and the domain-
ness indicator with Microsoft COCO [17] and WikiArt [23]
datasets. Qualitatively, we show that DSTNs are capable of
generating plausible stylized results on both domains. Be-
sides, through quantitative proxy metrics and user study, we
demonstrate that our method outperforms previous methods
on both photo-realistic and artistic style transfer.

Our contributions are three-fold: 1) We propose the novel
end-to-end unified architecture, domain-aware style trans-
fer networks (DSTN), for multi-domain style transfer. 2)
With the proposed domainness indicator and domain-aware
skip connections, we capture the domain characteristics and
adaptively balance between the content preservation and
the texture transformation. 3) DSTNs achieve the admirable
performance given references of both photo-realistic and
artistic domains, and outperform previous methods in terms
of preservation and stylization.
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Figure 3. Overview of the domain-aware style transfer networks (DSTN). (b) shows the process of extracting the high-frequency compo-
nents and (c) depicts the detail of feature transformation.

2. Related works

Since the pioneering work of Gatys et al. [5] opens up
a new research area named Neural Style Transfer, many
works have explored stylization methods with the power of
representation ability of neural networks.
Artistic neural style transfer. Johnson et al. [11] and
Ulyanov et al. [26] have directly trained feed-forward gen-
erative networks and achieve faster style transfer compared
to image optimization methods. Still, these models need to
be trained whenever they confront a new style. To allevi-
ate this limitation, Li et al. [15] have proposed the whiten-
ing and coloring transformation (WCT) for arbitrary style
transfer. Huang et al. [10] introduce the adaptive instance
normalization (AdaIN) to simplify costly ZCA transforma-
tion by using the mean and standard deviation of the style
features. Meanwhile, Chen et al. [2] and Sheng et al. [24]
propose to swap the patches of content feature and normal-
ized feature with the most correlated style features through
the deconvolution methods, respectively. However, artistic
transfer models tend to cause spatial distortion when gener-
ating photo-realistic styles.
Photo-realistic neural style transfer. Since artistic neural
style transfer methods have difficulty in preserving origi-
nal structures of content images, many attempts for photo-
realistic style transfer have been made. Luan et al. [19] pro-
pose the deep photo style transfer with photorealism regu-
larization term based on the Matting Laplacian [13]. Li et
al. [16] replace the upsampling of the decoder with an un-
pooling layer and pass the index key of max pooling. In
addition, they adopt additional post-processing steps, e.g.,
smoothing and filtering. Yoo et al. [31] introduce the
wavelet transform to preserve structural details. Yet, these

models have difficulty in expressing textures of art paint-
ings since they heavily constrain the level of stylization.
Multi-domain neural style transfer. A few previous stud-
ies are capable of conducting style transfer on both artistic
and photo-realistic domains. Li et al. [14] propose the linear
style transfer (LST) with the learnable linear transformation
matrix for universal style transfer. They additionally adopt
the spatial propagation network [18] for photo-realistic style
transfer. Chiu et al. [4] introduce an iterative transformation
for stylized features with analytical gradient descent. How-
ever, these two models require additional information dur-
ing inference, i.e., the domain of a given reference, and they
should adopt the auxiliary module or determine the num-
ber of iterative steps. In contrast, our DSTNs capture the
domain-related characteristics from given reference inputs
and achieve the multi-domain style transfer without any ex-
tra guidance.

3. Method

In this section, we describe the proposed domain-aware
style transfer networks (DSTN) in detail. DSTNs consist of
an auto-encoder with domain-aware skip connections and
the domainness indicator. Notably, our goal is transferring
the style of an arbitrary reference image from artistic (IaS)
or photo-realistic (IpS) domain to a content image (IC).

The overview of our method is illustrated in Figure
3 (a). We first describe the proposed auto-encoder with
domain-aware skip connection for multi-domain style trans-
fer. Thereafter, we detail the proposed domainness indicator
which captures the property of domain from a given refer-
ence image.
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3.1. Domain-aware Skip Connection

As discussed in earlier sections, the skip-connection is a
fundamental difference that separates photo-realistic meth-
ods from artistic ones. It is advantageous in terms of struc-
tural preservation, but it constrains delicate artistic expres-
sions. Based on this observation, we propose a domain-
aware skip connection to conduct domain-aware universal
style transfer on both photo-realistic and artistic domains.
The domain-aware skip connection transforms the content
feature fc with the given reference feature fs. Thereafter,
we extract the high-frequency components of a stylized
feature as shown in Figure 3 (b). We exploit this high-
frequency components as a key of reconstruction, since it
contains the structural information of Ic. Consequently, the
decoder reconstructs an image with structural information
coming from skip connections and texture information from
the feature transformation block.

With this architecture design, we can adjust the level of
structural preservation according to the domain properties
of reference images. For artistic references, we deliberately
blur the high-frequency components, so that our decoder re-
constructs the image relying on deep texture features rather
than structural details. We contort the high-frequency infor-
mation with the Gaussian kernel of σ = 16 with the kernel
size of ⌊αl × 8⌋+ 1. The αl indicates the domain property
obtained from the proposed domainness indicator which is
detailed in the following section. As the blur increases in
proportion to kernel size, a reference image with high αl

results in artistic stylization. In the opposite case of low αl,
the decoder utilizes the clear high-frequency components,
thus resulting in photo-realistic results. Through ablation
studies in section 4.3, we verify the effectiveness of each
component in the proposed domain-aware skip connection.

3.2. Domainness Indicator

To capture the domain property (i.e., domainness), we in-
troduce the domainness indicator which exploits structural
features as well as textural features. As shown in Figure 4,
our indicator takes feature maps fl from three different lay-
ers Φl (i.e., Conv1 2, Conv2 2 and Conv3 4) of our
encoder. Afterwards, we obtain the texture information by
calculating a gram matrix [5] (G(fl)) of feature maps fl.
In addition, to encode structural information, we apply the
channel-wise pooling on fl through the 1×1 Conv layer.
Lastly, we concatenate the texture and the structural in-
formation, which are forwarded through the weight-shared
convolutional layers h to obtain the domainness αl of each
level l. These steps are formulated as:

fl = Φl(I), l ∈ {1, 2, 3} ,
FDI
l (I) = h ([ψl((G(fl))) ⊙ f ′l ]),

αl = σ(FDI
l (I)),

(1)
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Figure 4. Overview of the proposed domainness indicator. It is de-
signed to analyze the domainness based on multi-scale feature rep-
resentations from VGG layers. We share the weights of the last
convolutional layers for multi-level features.

where ⊙ denotes the channel-wise concatenation operator,
ψ is fully-connected layers, f ′l is the channel-wise pooled
feature maps of each level, and σ(·) is the sigmoid opera-
tion. We adopt the spatial average pooling for f1 and f2 to
ensure the spatial sizes of features from different levels.

Furthermore, we adopt a domain adaptation method [6]
to utilize the intermediate space between photo-realistic and
artistic. We define the intermediate samples as follows:

Imix =Mix(Ip, Ia, β), (2)

where Ip, Ia and Imix represent photo-realistic, artistic and
mixed samples respectively. Mix is the Mixup [8] method
and β is the strength of interpolation from the beta distribu-
tion as in [6].

To make the proposed indicator learn domainness, we
adopt the binary cross entropy which is formulated as:

Lbce =
1

|L|
∑
l∈L

( EIa

[
log(FDI

l (Ia))
]

+ EIp

[
log(1− FDI

l (Ip))
]
),

(3)

where L depicts aforementioned three layers.
For mixed samples of the intermediate domain, we train

the domainness indicator to embed their features between
two domains according to β:

Ldlow =
1

|L|
∑
l∈L

( (1−β) · dist(FDI
l (Ip), FDI

l (Imix))

+ β · dist(FDI
l (Ia), FDI

l (Imix)) ).

(4)
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The distance between features (dist) is calculated with L1
distance, as follows:

dist(fA, fB) = ||fA − fB ||1 (5)

Lastly, we obtain our total loss function for domainness
indicator as:

LDI = λbceLbce + λdlowLdlow, (6)

where λbce and λdlow are weighting factors of losses.

3.3. Overall Architecture and Training

We adopt a pre-trained VGG-19 (up to conv4 1) as
the encoder and substitute its max pooling layers with
average pooling layers. The decoder mirrors the encoder
and all pooling layers are replaced with up-sampling lay-
ers. Then, we set up our domain-aware skip connection
between Conv1 2, Conv2 2, Conv3 4 layers of both
the encoder and decoder. Inspired by Avatar-Net [24], we
add short-cut connections links at Conv1 1, Conv2 1,
Conv3 1 layers for better stylization.

Following previous studies [15, 10, 24, 30, 21, 27, 29,
32], we apply transformation on the final feature of the en-
coder with the mean of αl (α), as shown in Figure 3 (c). In
the transformation block, we control the weight of features
between the universal stylized feature [15] (fwct) which is
good at preserving the global context, and the style deco-
rated feature [24] (fsd) which represents the local style pat-
tern well.

The decoder is trained to perform reconstruction, i.e., to
invert the feature maps to an RGB image with the perceptual
distance [11] and the contextual similarity [20] as follows:

Lrec = λp

4∑
k=1

∥ϕk(Ir)− ϕk(Io)∥22 + λcxCX(Ir, Io),

(7)

where ϕk denotes the activation maps after ReLU k 1 lay-
ers of VGG-19, CX is the contextual similarity [20] be-
tween input images (Io) and reconstructed images (Ir). λp
and λcx indicate the hyper-parameters for weighing the per-
ceptual distance and the contextual similarity respectively.

We replace the conventionalL2 distance with the contex-
tual similarity for the better quality of stylized outputs (es-
pecially to prevent the blur issue that occurs in artistic styl-
ization). We investigate the effect of this modification on the
loss function in Section 4.3. To further elevate the styliza-
tion performance, we exploit the multi-scale discriminator
with the adversarial loss (Ladv) [7]. The details of the multi-
scale discriminator and the adversarial loss are described in
the supplementary material.

Finally, we train our networks with an end-to-end man-
ner, and the overall loss function is calculated as follows:

Ltotal = LDI + Lrec + λtvLtv + λadvLadv, (8)

where Ltv represents the total variation loss for enforcing
pixel-wise smoothness.

4. Experiments
Implementation details. We train DSTNs on MS-
COCO [17] and WikiART [23] datasets, each containing
roughly 80,000 images of real photos and artistic images re-
spectively. We use the Adam [12] optimizer to train the do-
mainness indicator as well as the decoder with a batch size
of 6 and the learning rate is initially set to 1e-4. Through-
out the experiments, we set 256×256 as the default image
resolution. Weighting factors of loss functions are set as:
λp = 0.1, λcx = 1, λtv = 1, λdlow = 1 , λadv = 0.1 and
λbce = 5. Hyperparameters of Ldlow are set to the same
as [6]. Our code is implemented with PyTorch [22] and our
model is trained on a single GTX 2080Ti. The code and the
trained model will be publicly available online.

4.1. Qualitative results

We compare our networks with several state-of-the-art
models qualitatively in terms of artistic and photo-realistic
style transfer. Figure 5 shows the stylized results of photo-
realistic (row 1,2) and artistic (row 3,4,5) references respec-
tively. AvatarNet [24], AAMS [30], and Collaborative Dis-
tillation [27] show good artistic stylized outputs, but exhibit
some distortions on photographic references (e.g., the detail
of leaves or skyline of mountains). On the other hand, Pho-
toWCT [16] and WCT2 [31] successfully generate photo-
realistic outputs, but they fail to express specific painting
styles (e.g., brush pattern or detailed texture) of artistic ref-
erences. In other words, previous methods stylize content
images according to the predefined target domain without
considering the domain characteristics of the input refer-
ences.

On the other hand, our DSTNs show plausible results
on both domains (Figure 5 (a)). These samples demon-
strate that the domainness indicator extracts the domain
property well from given reference samples, and the de-
coder inverts features to images adaptively according to the
given domainness. Concretely, DSTNs conduct the artis-
tic style transfer while preserving semantic information via
the domain-aware skip connection rather than costly atten-
tion modules [30, 21]. Moreover, structural details delivered
from the proposed skip connection enables both intact con-
tent representation and stylization in photo-realistic style
transfer. We note that our networks do not require any pre-
processing or post-processing step.

Furthermore, we compare our method with previous
multi-domain neural style transfer models [14, 4] as shown
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indicates artistic ones. We depict the stylized results from existing artistic style transfer models (b-d) and photo-realistic ones (e-f). Previous
models produce unsatisfactory results when they receive images from different domains, not the target of each model. The results of (a)
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Figure 6. Comparisons with previous state-of-the-arts for multi-domain style transfer.

in Figure 6. We observe that DSTNs express not only the
texture of the reference image but also the domain charac-
teristics well. (More qualitative comparisons are included in
our supplementary materials.)

4.2. Quantitative results

Statistics. To measure both photorealism and the degree
of style representation, we employ two proxy metrics for
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structural preservation and stylization. Figure 7 shows the
plot of SSIM (X-axis) versus style loss (Y-axis) as quanti-
tative results. We calculate the structural similarity (SSIM)
index between edge responses of content images and photo-
realistic stylized outputs following WCT2 [31]. In addi-
tion, we compute the style loss [5] between artistic styl-
ized outputs and reference samples over five crop patches
with 128×128 resolution. We use the 60 pairs of content
and photo-realistic references provided by DPST [19] for
quantitative evaluation. Also, we sample 60 artistic refer-
ences randomly from the test split of WikiART dataset.

As shown in Figure 7, artistic style transfer models (left
top) achieve decent style loss scores but they fail to pre-
serve original structures with los SSIM values. On the other
hand, photo-realistic transfer models (bottom right) con-
serve the original structure information well, but have trou-
ble in expressing the style of a reference image. Though
LST [14] achieves the good performance on both sides,
we note that they require an additional spatial propagation
network (SPN) [18] as well as domain information of ref-
erences for transfer. In contrast, our DSTNs conduct the
style transfer without any pre-processing (e.g., determining
domains of given reference images or semantic segmen-
tation) or post-processing (e.g., smoothing and filtering),
and outperform other methods including the multi-domain
models [14, 4] through a single training. Remarkably, our
DSTNs accomplish the state-of-the-art performance on both
domains with or even without the adversarial loss (Ladv).
User study. As stylization is quite subjective, we conduct
user study to better evaluate our method in terms of both
photo-realistic and artistic criteria. We use 24 pairs of con-
tent and reference images, and compare our DSTNs to rep-
resentative models of each domain, i.e., artistic [24, 30, 27]
and photo-realistic [16, 31]. Besides, as competitors, we in-

Methods Preservationp Stylizationa Domainnesso

Avatar-Net [24] 0.76% 19.66% 16.54%
AAMS [30] 5.30% 18.59% 20.51%
Colla-Distil [27] 1.52% 26.07% 19.62%
DSTN (ours) 92.42% 35.68% 43.33%
Photo-WCT [16] 13.26% 13.37% 14.87%
WCT2 [31] 39.01% 6.01% 20.64%
DSTN (ours) 47.73% 80.62% 64.49%
LST [14] 43.94% 27.71% 29.74%
Iterative [4] 26.89% 9.88% 19.49%
DSTN (ours) 29.17% 62.41% 50.77%

Table 1. The results of user studies. We ask the participants
three questions of preference: 1) preservation of content with
photo-realistic references (Preservationp), 2) expression of style
pattern with artistic references (Stylizationa) and 3) looks most
similar to the domain of both photo-realistic and artistic refer-
ences (Domainnesso).

Methods 256×256 512×512 1024×1024
AdaIN [10] 0.227 0.224 0.220
WCT [15] 0.640 1.415 4.111
Avatar-Net [24] 0.678 0.853 1.758
Photo-WCT [16] 2.579 10.870 OOM
WCT2 [31] 0.414 0.466 0.773
LST [14] 0.151 0.213 0.540
Iterative [4] 0.104 0.274 1.049
DSTN (ours) 0.195 0.396 1.441

Table 2. Execution time analysis in seconds. We compare under
different resolutions. OOM denotes the out-of-memory error.

clude two previous models [14, 4] that enable multi-domain
style transfer. The stylized results are provided to the users
in random order with content and style images. In user
study, we ask the participants questions about the preserva-
tion of content, the expression of texture and domainness.
Consequently, we collect 2340 responses from 65 subjects
and the results are shown in Table 1. Overall, it can be no-
ticed that most of the participants favor our DSTNs over all
evaluated methods.
Execution time analysis. Table 2 shows the execution time
comparison with other methods under different resolutions.
Results are estimated with a single NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti
11GB. Since DSTNs can transfer styles of both photo and
artistic domains, we conduct 60 transfers for each domain
and report the average time of total 120 transfers. Regard-
less of the resolutions, our method achieves the comparable
execution time.

4.3. Ablation studies

In this section, we conduct several ablation studies on
the domainness, domain-aware skip connections and recon-
struction losses.
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(b) Reference (c) Interpolated results

Figure 8. Ablation study on the effect of domainness α. More re-
sults of ablation studies are included in our supplementary materi-
als.

w/o skip connections
(a)

w/ skip connections
(All frequencies)

(b)
w/ skip connections
(high frequency only)

(c)
Inputs

Figure 9. Ablation study of domain-aware skip connections. We
compare each case with artistic and photo-realistic references. We
also display the zoomed patch in the red box for better evaluation
on photo-realism.

Effect of changing the domainness α. To analyze the rela-
tion between the domainness α and the stylized output, we
intentionally set the αl of every layer with the same value
α̃ between the range of [0, 1]. As shown in Figure 8, out-
puts change smoothly between artistic and photo-realistic
stylizations. Noticeably, DSTNs control the level of styl-
ization and handle intermediate domains with a continuous
domainness value.
Analysis on domain-aware skip connections. Our skip
connections pass the high-frequency component of content
images from the encoder to the decoder with the adap-
tive domainness value of reference images. In Figure 9,
we qualitatively conduct ablation studies on domain-aware
skip connections and high-frequency components. Without
domain-aware skip connections, DSTNs fail to preserve
structural details of the original image on photo-realistic
style transfer, e.g., window frames in Figure 9 (a). Though
establishing domain-aware skip connections on entire en-
coded features enables preserving the structure of original
features, degrees of transformation on artistic references are
insignificant since encoded features contain too abundant
features for reconstruction as in Figure 9 (b). By passing and
transforming high-frequency components only, we found a
sweet-spot between the content preservation and the styl-
ization as in Figure 9 (c).
Analysis of reconstruction loss. In DSTNs, the amount of
structural clues coming from high-frequency components

(a) Content & Reference

(c) Contextual similarity(b) L2 distance

Figure 10. Ablation study of the reconstruction loss, Lrec.

is less for artistic images, thus their reconstruction results
get blurry. Therefore, we employ the contextual similar-
ity [20] instead of pixel-wise L2 distance for reconstruc-
tion. As shown in Figure 10 (b), the stylized outputs from
networks trained with L2 distance are blurry and fail to ex-
press the detailed texture of the reference images. Contrar-
ily, the proposed decoder trained with contextual similar-
ity (CX) transfers the texture of oil painting on canvas ef-
fectively (Figure 10 (c)).

5. Conclusion
In this work, we proposed domain-aware style trans-

fer networks (DSTN) for the domain-aware universal style
transfer. We introduced the novel domainness indicator
which captures the domain characteristics (i.e., domain-
ness) from the arbitrary references. Moreover, our domain-
aware skip connection adjusts the clarity of transferred in-
formation by Gaussian blur in accordance with the do-
mainness. As a result, DSTN generted admirable styl-
ized outputs on both domains without any additional user-
guidance. Qualitative and quantitative experiments verified
that DSTNs achieve the state-of-the-art stylization perfor-
mance in both photo-realistic and artistic domains without
any pre-processing or post-processing.
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